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FITNESS, FRIENDSHIP AND FUN

Welcome to the 3rd edition of Platypus
Press for 2018.
We are now three quarters of the way
through our racing year with only one
MST events left for 2018 - our Long
Course Long Distance Championships
on Saturday 24 November.
What a fantastic turn out for our Winter
Short Course Championships.
On the weekend of 18 and 19 August
we held our 34th Winter Short Course
Championships. We had a record
number of interstate entries with every
branch represented as well as an
international competitor.
In this issue we have two mini member
interviews - one with Charlie Brown
from Hobart Aquatic Masters and one
from Mary Cousins form the Hobart
Dolphins. We also have a profile of one
of our life members, Judy Hyndes. Our
profile of Judy will be republished on
our web site.

On page 2 we have our Winters 2018
roundup. We also have number of
articles on the topic of coaching in the
Branch.
Following
the
Championships,
published an extensive collection of
photos taken at the championships in a
Facebook album. The response has
been fantastic so in the future albums
like that should feature prominently
after each of our championship events.
The standard of our Photo Gallery has
lifted significantly due to the efforts of
one of supporters so the photos in the
gallery are worthwhile checking out.
Our racing schedule for 2019 has been
finalised and we also now have a
Twitter account.
Check out our stories.
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Winters 2018 Roundup
145 Masters competitors from
every State and Territory travelled
to Launceston for the 34th Masters
Swimming Tasmania, Winter
Short Course Championships.
The championships were held at
the Aquatic Centre on the
weekend of 18 and 19 August.
The weather outside was cold but kind,
while inside, it was paradise with an
atmosphere great for racing – and by
that we mean the temperature on deck
and the fun and friendship between
fiercely competitive swimmers.

Hobart Aquatic Centre Masters Swimming Club
winners of the
2018 Winters Champion Club Trophy

MST was pleased to host over 40
interstate members including the
Australian Sydney 2018 Invictus Games
Swimming Team.

2018 is a special year for the Hobart
Aquatic Centre Masters Swimming
Club. It is the 20th anniversary of the
establishment of the club.

During the meet, 120 National and
Branch records were broken.
• National - 8 ind. and 4 relay;
• Branch - 100 ind. and 9 relay
of which MST members were
responsible for 69 individual
and 4 relay records.

It was indeed fitting therefore, that the
Club Championship trophy was won
by the Hobart Aquatic Centre Masters
Swimming Club. This was only the 2nd
time the club had won the Winters
trophy, the first time being ten years
earlier.

[We have published a separate article
on the national records broken on page
15 of this edition of Platypus Press].

Points scored by the top three
clubs.

100 MST members swam an enormous
number of personal bests resulting in
the breaking 73 Tasmanian records,
four of which were in relays.
There were 156 events contested over
the 14 age groups at this meet.

Club
Hobart Aquatic
Launceston lemmings
Hobart Dolphins

Points
2,143
1,763
755

What a great meet it was again for the
growing powerhouse of masters
swimming – the Devonport Devils.

For the 2nd consecutive, non-distance
championship meet of 2018, the
Devonport Devils had the highest
average FINA points per swim
followed by Hobart Aquatic and the
Launceston lemmings. The Hobart
Dolphins improved their average by 21
points
from
the
Summer
Championships.
.

Average FINA points per swim
Female Male Average
Club
367
334
359
TDP
332
344
337
TAC
337
316
329
TLC
293
206
277
THB
230
230
THV
209
175
179
TTL
325
311
320
Average
*Tomatoes Swim and Burnie excluded
due to the small number of members
competing.
Continued Page 3
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Winters 2018 roundup
(Continued from page 2)
Hobart Aquatic Masters once again
topped the medals table.

Swimmers of the meet were Christine
Brown (Launceston) and Brent Walker
Hobart Aquatic Centre

Medalists by Club
`
TAC
TLL
TDP
TTL
TTS
THA
THV
Total

Gold Silver Bronze
8
8
7
3
5
2
3
3
1
1
2
1
2
3
2
1
1
23
19
11

Sue Mayne continued her record
breaking by adding a further 8 records
taking her to a lifetime total of 251
Branch records.

Individual Record
Winters 2018

The top record-breaking club was once
again Hobart Aquatic Centre.

Individual Records by Club and
Gender
Club
TAC
TLC
THB
TDP
Total

F
10
14
10
6
40

M
22
5

Total
32
19
10
8
69

2
29

The strength in women’s swimming
continues with nearly 60% of the
records broken by our female
competitors.
Prior to this meet, 5,433 individual
Branch records had been broken. To
that number we now need to add these
69 records. This takes the total to
5,502.

Christine broke a total of 12 Branch
records.
Remarkably Christine’s
records represented over 60% of the
records broken by members of the
Launceston Club.

Swimmers of the Meet
Christine Brown and
Brent Walker with
National President
Gerry Tucker

Name
Christine Brown
Sue Mayne
Allan Nichols
Megan Stronach
Megan Wells
Tony Forman
Brent Walker
John Pugh
Maciej Slugocki
Kathryn A Osborn
Philip Tyrell
Ricky Homan
Sarah Lyons
Tahnee Hodgetts
Jocy Anderson
Penny Lucas
Grand Total

Breakers
Records
12
8
7
7
6
5
5
5
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
69

Well done to everyone that
participated in the 34th MST Winter
Short Course Championships.

Sixteen members shared in the recordbreaking rush of 69.

Club Relay Records
Club
TAC

Records
4

The top record breaker of the Branch
was Christine Brown swimming for the
Launceston Lemmings.*

at

* Christine “home” club is Burnie
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Charlie Brown
Hobart Aquatic Centre Masters Swimming Club
Mini Member Interview

Charlie is a man of many words, so
were we go with our mini interview

What’s your first memory of
swimming with Hobart Masters?

Charlie, what do you do for a
living?

Trying to do a 200m IM race for the
first time and turning over to do
backstroke half way down the fly
lap.

What currently challenges you in
masters swimming?

I was awarded the Marcus Trophy
for that. (The Marcus trophy is a
gnome awarded to club swimmers
who make an outstanding
contribution
to
masters
swimming).

What is your next challenge?

I collect honey from bee hives.
(Charlie produces a range of
delicious Tasmanian honeys under
his own label - Browns Bees - and
supplies many local masters
swimmers.)

What was your first impression
of masters swimming?

Charlie Brown
Hobart Aquatic Center Masters
Swimming Club

Andy (former club member Andrea
Dickinson) sucked me in. Andy saw
me swimming by myself and talked
me into joining the squad.

A long course 400 IM.
What is your current swimming
focus?

It’s really good.

Butterfly, so I can make it through
the IM.

What do you find most
challenging about masters
swimming?

[Editor’s Note: Oh Charlie, you are
a funny man, if one of few words,
and we all love you.]

Keeping up in the fast lane.

POSTSCRIPT

What might someone be
surprised to know about you?

Charlie entered the 400 IM at
the 34th Winter Short Course
Championships winning his
age group in this event.

I go to church on Sunday after the
morning training session.
What do you do when you aren't
swimming?
Bee-keeping. It helps
swimming and vice versa.

How did you first get involved in
masters swimming?

The 400 IM. I have not done it yet,
but will do it soon before I get too
old.

my

What
other
sports
or
recreational activities do you
participate in?
None. I am busy enough with my
bees.
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Club Coach Development Resources
The recent Winter Short Course
Championships displayed quite clearly
the difference in standard between
MST members and that of our
interstate members.
There are many reasons for that
difference but the road to addressing it
lies in developing and nurturing our
coaches.
The purpose of MST Club Coach
Development plan is to ensure that

our members’ enjoyment
of their swimming is
enhanced by quality
coaching, providing them
with great aquatic skills.

Current planning provides funding
for the Branch to organize a Club
Coach Course very two years.
Subject to demand, a 2nd course will
be conducted in 2019.

To gain accreditation as a coach,
attendance at a workshop is required.

The first course in December 2017 was
delivered by former Olympian Peter
Tonkin.

To assist with costs of attending such
a workshop, funding, subject to
qualification, has been allocated by
the MSA Board.

Club coaches are asked to promote
the coaching development program
within their clubs. The aim is to ensure
that each club has at least two
qualified coaches available.

At the Presentation Lunch following
the
Short
Course
Winter
Championships
Coaching
Accreditation certificates were
awarded to:
John Pugh – Launceston Aquatic,
Philip Tyrell – Hobart Aquatic,
Sharon Smith – Huon Valley
Aquatic,
Stephen Richards – Hobart
Dolphins,
and
Adam Ferguson – Launceston
Lemmings (Accreditation Previously
presented).

Full details of national funding are
available on the MSA, "Year of the
Coach", page.

MST Event Icons

To achieve this purpose, MST has
put in place a downloadable Coach
Development plan.
Under the guidance of our former
Director of Coaching, John Pugh,
MST now has an additional five
accredited coaches.

This funding complements the
assistance available under MST's
Coach Development Plan.

Adam Ferguson being
presented with his
Coaching
accreditation by
Branch Technical
Officer Ray Brien

MST
has
developed
a
standardized format icon used in
marketing its events.
The purpose of the icon is for MST
to have a standardized, easily
recognizable and familiar image
style when promoting our events.
“you see the icon, you know it’s
about an event”
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Talays and Hobart Aquatic Centre MSC
Club Anniversaries

HOBART AQUATIC

The Hobart Aquatic Centre club was
inaugurated in 1998 with the name
Tattersalls Hobart Aquatic Centre
Masters Swimming Club It’s beginning
was timed to coincide with the Opening
Hobart’s new Aquatic Centre.
It’s party and celebration time for two
of our clubs.

TALAYS

This year Talays members are
celebrating the 30th anniversary of the
founding of their club while for
members of the Hobart Aquatic
Centre Club it will be their 20th
birthday celebration.
Both clubs have their main events
already planned and have sent their
invitations to all their past and present
members.
Now they are inviting all past and
present members of other clubs to help
them celebrate.

All the details are in their flyer which
you can download from here.

Booking
Talays is holding their celebratory
lunch at the Function Centre at the
Tasmania Hockey Centre on Saturday
13th October 2018 from 12 noon.
All the details are in their flyer which
you can download from here.
A 30th Anniversary Book has also been
produced by the club.

Masters
Swimming
Tasmania
congratulates the Talays and Hobart
Aquatic Centre clubs on their
contributions to Masters Swimming
and their club achievements over the
years.

The Hobart club is holding its 20th
anniversary by having a cocktail party
on Friday, October 26 commencing at
6:30 pm at the Bellerive Yacht Club.

Both clubs have made it very easy to
book because that is done directly
through MST’s shopping cart. Just
click on this little shopping cart.
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Introducing
MST Life Member

local and National and even Trans
Derwent swims.

Judy Hyndes

At the Branch level, Judy was a member
of Branch Committee from 1995 – 2013
and an integral member of the
organizing Committee for 1998, 2005
and 2010 National Swims.

Many years of hard work and
dedication by many members have
gone into sustaining Master Swimming
Tasmania (MST).
On the weekend of 18 and 19 August
we will be holding our 34th Short Course
Winter Championships.

Over her 29 years of membership, one
of Judy’s main roles at Masters
Swimming Tasmania competitions has
been that of Chief Time Keeper. Judy
performed this role for 15 year,
spanning the period 1998 to 2013.

How did we get to 34? We got there
because over all those years our
members have volunteered their time
and energy, have served on Club and
Branch committees and then on deck,
all the time making sure our clubs and
meets run, and run successfully.

Judy was also the Branch Registrar
from 1995 to 2013.
In recognition of her contribution at the
club level she was also made a Life
Member of the Talays Masters
Swimming Club in October 2005.
Judy is now retired and living in Hobart,
swimming 3 times a week for her own
fitness.
[Editor’s note: Platypus Press is pleased to
publish this tribute to Judy. The article will
be republished in full on the MST web site.]

The highest honor that can be
bestowed by Masters Swimming
Tasmania is that of Life Membership.

Twitter for the Branch

Judy Hyndes of the Talays Masters
Swimming Club was awarded her life
membership in 2013.
We don’t see Judy on deck often these
days but, just because we don’t, we
should not forget her contribution.
Judy has been a member of Masters for
29 years and still is. That is 29 years of
involvement, dedication and action for
Masters Swimming.
Judy joined the Talays Club in April
1990 and since 1994 has been the club’s
Treasurer. An achievement that would
be exceedingly hard to match
anywhere in the Masters’ swimming
movement.

Don’t know what Twitter is?

Judy Hyndes
MST Life Member
with her Talays Life
Membership

It is easy! Twitter is an online news and
social networking site where people
communicate in short messages called
tweets.
Our Twitter account is only new. It
follows the Masters Swimming
Australia twitter feed.

Judy was also the Chief Time Keeper at
the 1998, 2005 and 2010 National
Championships and the 2009 Oceania
Masters Games.
Over the years Judy was also the Chief
Time Keeper at numerous Interclub
meets, Fin Swimming events, both

It is easy to set up a Twitter account
and if you already have one, follow
MST on Masters Swimming
Tasmania.
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Coaches Professional Development
Whenever MST hosts interstate
competitors the higher standard
of the competitors is generally
obvious.
It would be incorrect to make a
direct comparison as generally a
significant number of interstate
competitors come here because
they are chasing some sort of
goal, often a record or a top ten
listing, the opportunity for which
may not exist in their branch.
Nevertheless, one of the reasons
those swimmers perform at
higher levels is the consistent
standard of coaching they have
access to.
There are other reasons of course
but it is not the intention of this
article to venture into those
areas. Rather the effort should
be directed at what the branch
can devote resources to.
One way to assist masters
swimmers to be “better”
swimmers is to increase the skills
of our coaches.
The Branch has the financial
resources to invest in our
coaching resources so that is not
an issue.
Our policy already provides for a
coaching workshop to be
conducted every two years. This
workshop is the first step that

aspiring coaches take to gain a
coaches accreditation.
In between the biannual courses, a
professional development program,
including a specialized clinic, open
to members has been approved by
the Branch Committee.
All of our coaches were consulted
during the Winter Championships.
Part
of
the
Professional
Development day will be open to all
members with a hands-on specialist
stroke clinic included.
A resources page has also been
created for MST and that can be
accessed from the Coaching menu
link on the MST web page.
Extensive resources for coaches are
also available on the Masters
Swimming Australia Coaching
resources page.
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Building a club and
its membership
base
Several years ago, the Branch
made the decision to develop a
Strategic and Development plan.
Clubs and members were
consulted, and a plan was
developed. That was the easy
part – to identify a significant
issue and then set out what the
first step is.
The Branch has now hit a brick
wall.
Finding someone to talk to the
clubs, identify their needs, come
up with some common themes
and then put together a plan is
the brick wall.
Is there anyone out there up for
the challenge?
Could you be the one?
If you would like to take on the
challenge, send us an email or
call Maciej (Zero414 73Zero Zero14)
to find out how you would be
assisted in the task.
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Very Technical
What determines your stroke rate –
OR
[The Editor’s Title]
“Why swimming well is so challenging”

Platypus Press is pleased to reprint
this informative, and technically
and practically challenging article
by Hobart Dolphins Coach, Steve
Richards

Good Times

of uses straight off: setting a CSS
(critical swim speed, or
maximum aerobic) pace; and
setting your ideal stroke rate,
which is worked out using a
“ramp test”.

What determines your stroke rate?

I’ve spoken before about CSS
pace, and we’ve been using it in
training already.

Is it directly proportional to how fast (or
hard) you want to swim? If you raise
your stroke rate, you might go faster,
but what’s the maximum you can
maintain for a long distance? What
happens to stroke length (how far you
move with each stroke)?

It’s the maximum pace you can
sustain during training avoiding any
anaerobic effect. The graphs [Ed. at the
top of the following column] show
results from riding a stationary bike at
different speeds (indicated by km/h on
the left and power (watts) on the right).

As most of us now know, Masters
Swimming Tas generously supported
the purchase of some swim training
gear, including 3x TechTocs and 5x
“Wetronomes”. The latter fit under the
swim cap and beep at intervals
anywhere from 1-120 sec. The beeping
is audible underwater, so you can set a
stroke rate, or lap intervals (which
allows you to keep to a particular lap
time, so long as you finish a length on
the beep). This means not having to
look up at the clock. They have a couple

What you can see is that as you go
faster your heart rate increases in
proportion, but there’s a point where
oxygen consumption doesn’t increase
but lactate production does. This is
because aerobic metabolism (that
which uses oxygen to break down fuels
for energy) has a maximum rate, and
after that, to get more energy, muscles
start breaking down carbohydrates and
turning them into lactic acid (“lactate”)
rather than CO2 and water. The
problem with this “anaerobic”

metabolism is it’s not very efficient and
can’t go on for very long because
muscles don’t have that much
carbohydrate stored.
We can also only tolerate so much lactic
acid buildup. But aerobic metabolism
responds well (albeit slowly) to training.
The muscles adapt by boosting oxygen
delivery to the muscle (by growing
more capillaries) and increasing aerobic
metabolic capacity (by growing more
mitochondria, the energy producing
organs inside cells). But these take time
– weeks to months – to occur. Note also
that with these changes your basal
metabolism will increase too – a little
side benefit!
The trick is to do the majority of your
training in the aerobic heart rate zone –
because if you start getting into the
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(Continued from previous page)
anaerobic zone you develop speed but
no endurance.
CSS is designed to maximize your
aerobic work rate, so you get the
biggest stimulus for these aerobic
adaptations in muscle, without
switching to developing anaerobic
capacity. The latter is less timeconsuming to develop (at least
physiologically, technique is another
thing altogether!), taking only days to a
few weeks.
Generally, speed work is done after a
solid base of endurance work. CSS is
measured by doing a 400m as fast as
you can, then after a rest, doing a fast
200m, subtracting the difference and
dividing by 2 to get the pace you should
maintain for each 100m. Setting a
Wetronome to this pace then
swimming 400-1000m at this pace
saves having to look at the clock.

swimmers, while Olympians can be
anything up to 110!
Most of us are aware that if we sprint
we tend to lose technique and become
a bit “thrashy”, and this means that
while our stroke rate goes up, stroke
length suffers, meaning that speed does
not relate directly to effort! This is
pretty obvious from the graphs from
swimmers A, B and C below.
A is the fastest swimmer of the 3, then
B then C, and all three have quite
different swim styles.

But back to where we started – with
what is the optimal stroke rate.
A lot of us focus on trying to get the
maximum stroke length – i.e. to
complete a length in as few strokes as
possible. But this kind of efficiency does
not necessarily translate to speed. For
that you need to increase stroke rate.

B is a “swinger” style swimmer with a
high natural stroke rate (indicated by
the green arrows), while A is more of an
over-glider with a long stroke but a
pause at the start of the stroke, while C
is a smooth swimmer, albeit with a
slightly foreshortened catch phase of
the stroke. Notice that as stroke rate
increases, the 50m times decline
continuously (blue line, upper graphs)

Stroke rates vary from around 50 per
minute (counting each arm cycle as a
stroke) to nearly 70 for some of our

B.
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CSS pace should be re-measured every
2-3 months to readjust for changes
wrought by your training. You’ll notice
that the annual plan [ Editor’s note. the
plan referred to is that set for the
Hobart Dolphins Club] incorporates
these principles into our yearly program
– a lot of endurance work, regular (2-3
monthly) re-measuring of CSS pace, and
then more speed work in the 3-5 weeks
leading up to a competition.

50m time vs stroke rate

A.
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for A, and for C, but C starts to lose
speed at higher stroke rates.

stroke length, effort and speed, and the
Wetronomes may help find this.

Surprisingly, B maintains the same
speed at a much lower stroke rate than
her normal rate (and presumably with
less effort). This “ramp test” is a good
way of finding a balance between
stroke rate and speed, although it is
best to also keep track of relative effort,
because while C sped up significantly at
63 spm, it was also at significant effort!
The cost for most swimmers of higher
stroke rates is not just increased effort,
but a loss of stroke length (lower
panels). “A” started with a longer
stroke length but experienced a rapid
decline as stroke rate increased, while B
maintained stroke length for a while,
but then lost it in direct proportion to
the increase in stroke rate. Swimmer C
maintained stroke length well,
(although started out shorter than the
other
two,
so
speed
was
compromised), only losing “shape” at
the highest stroke rates.
Of course, ideally we’d all like to
maintain stroke length as much as
possible, although there will always be
some loss of stroke length with
increasing stroke rate. But reducing
your drag will reduce the losses.
What’s the orangey-red line on the
graphs? This is the extrapolated 50
times versus stroke rate if each
swimmer managed to maintain the
same stroke length. What a teaser!
So what can we take away from this?
Firstly, for longer distances, there may
be for many of us a stroke rate other
than our current one that best balances
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Friends catching up

At a recent get together over lunch, there
was plenty to talk about amongst MST
friends.
Katherine Daft said that “the group had all
known each other through Masters
Swimming since 1990. There were “plenty
of photos to reminisce over and we assisted
Pauline (Samson) to identify some of the
faces in the photographs that she had
collected and compiled” said Katherine.

Coach and author
Steve Richards
Secondly, it’s clear that working on
technique (catch, stroke shape and
timing, streamlining, upper-lower body
‘coupling’ etc.) will help us retain more
of our stroke length as we speed up
stroke rate for races. While the former
might give you some immediate relief,
the latter is more of a longer-term goal,
but brings significant pay-offs.

(L-R) Perri Brereton 1985,
Sheree Chisholm 1990, Judy
Hyndes 1991, Pauline Samson
1989, Katrina Henry 1991 &
Katherine Daft 1990

One of the earliest photos in the collection
was taken in 1987 and was of the Hobart
AUSSI Masters Swim Club.
“We could all recall the sharing of
accommodation in 1992 at the National
Swim Meet in Melbourne.
It comes back to the motto of FUN,
FITNESS and FRIENDSHIP! for Masters
Swimming.
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A Taste of Italy in July

12

FROM OUR PHOTO
ARCHIVE
Masters in the pool
July 2003

A large contingent of club Hobart
Dolphins club members, family and
friends attended 'Taste of Italy in July'
at Moto Vecchia.
All members were made very welcome
by the Motto Vecchia hosts. Members
enjoyed a hearty meal of gnocchi,
chicken cacciatore, tiramisu, coffee and
tea.
The venue was bright and welcoming
and was decorated with red, white and
green balloons and bowls of similarly
colored lollies. Those additions were
organized by Katherine Daft.

Irene Brooks & Penny
Lucas

Members participated in a new
quiz/game called 'Steve's Drills'. This
was expertly (some may say clumsily)
managed by Di and Judi.
And, to brighten everyone up here are
some snaps from the fun and frivolities
inspired by the Taste of Italy in July.

Peggy Young & Sue Mayne

.
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Mary Cousins
Hobart Dolphins
Mini Member Interview

Mary is surely one of our longest
standing members.
It would be
fascinating to hear Mary’s views and
recollections on her experiences and
the history of AUSSI and Masters. In
the meantime however, here is our mini
interview with Mary

What other hobbies/interests do you
have?
I love walking, bike riding and some
gardening.

OVER THE 30 YEARS OF
MEMBERSHIP MARY HAS
BROKEN 30 TASMANIAN
RECORDS

How long have you been swimming
with the Hobart Dolphins and how did
you first get involved?
I joined in 1988, so 30 years. I went to
Devonport as an independent swimmer
and found that I knew lots of the club
members, so I joined the club.
What were your first impressions of
Masters swimming?
I loved it and found it great fun.

What do you do for fun?
Spend time with my family, walk, ride
my bike, swim and sometimes travel.

What do you like about swimming?
The friends, company, exercise, fun
and coffee after training.
What do you NOT like in training?
Swimming long distances, e.g., 400m!!!
What is your favorite stroke?
Breaststroke
What was your most memorable
swim?
My first Masters swim in Brisbane
What book are you reading at the
moment?
Truly, Madly, Guilty
What is your favorite movie?
Shawshank Redemption

What would you say to someone
thinking about joining Masters?
Mary Cousins
Hobart Dolphins Masters
Swimming Club
Where would you like to go for a once
in a lifetime holiday?
I would love to cruise the
Mediterranean, visit Canada and New
Zealand

Go for it,
it’s great fun!

.

The
deadline
for
contributions for the next
edition of Platypus Press is
30 November 2018
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Our 2019 Championship Events Poster
MST has produced a Championship events poster for 2019 – a limited number will be made available to clubs at the next
face to face MST meeting on 24 November. The poster is available electronically on request in PPT, PDF and/or JPG formats.
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Congratulations to the Winters
National Record Breakers
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Club

Pages
The
34th
MST
Winter
Sc
Championships saw 8 National
records broken by members of four
Victorian Clubs.

Club
Malvern Marlins
Melbourne H2O
Powerpoints
Yarra Roughies
Total

F
1
1
2

M
3
1
2
6

Patrick Galvin, swimming for the
Malvern Marlins club broke three
National records in the 85 to 89-year
age group.
-

(.15.35) record in the 40-44 year age
group.
A mixed medley relay record was also
broken by the Malvern Marlins Club
team in the 4 x 25m Mixed medley
relay in the 280-319 year age group
swimming a time of 1:08.63
Members of the record-breaking
team were Leigh Rogers, Janette
Jeffrey, Gerry Tucker and John Cocks.
Masters
Swimming
Tasmania
congratulates
our
interstate
competitors on their record-breaking
achievements and looks forward to
seeing you all at our future meets

25m Butterfly (21.20)
100m Individual medley
(1:50.59); and
200m Backstroke (4:04.16)

Devonport Devils

Hobart Aquatic Centre

Hobart Dolphins

Launceston Lemmings

Darius Schultz from the Power Points
broke two records: in the 25-29-year
age group.
-

200
Individual
(2:13.64); and
400
Individual
(4:43.43)

medley
medley

Helen Whitford from Melbourne H2O
broke the 50-54 year age group
record in the 400 individual medley
(5:31.82).
Lachlan McDowell from the same
club, swimming in the 40-44 year age
group broke the 100m butterfly
record (58.93)
Cindy Nichols from the Yarra
Roughies broke the 25 m Backstroke

Tomatoes Swim

Back issues of
Platypus Press and
MSA E-News
If this is your first time reading
Platypus press, you can see our
back issues on the MST web site.
Back editions MSA E-news are
also available
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PHOTO GALLERY

Winters 2018
Unless otherwise indicated our photo gallery in this
edition is from a collection taken by Max Sarma, an
MST friend and supporter.

Andrea Wolfert – Taking a peak

Philip Tyrell – taking an even bigger
peak
Brent Walker – The Launch

Maciej Slugocki – reaching for the
catch
Brent Walker – The trajectory
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Jenny Lain – The streamline

Gabrielle Osborne – getting ready for
the stretch and plunge

Tony Forman – In the zone

Sue Mayne, Vicky Isaac, Steve Richards
Getting ready.

Alan Carlise – setting one of his 6
Queensland records (photo by M Slugocki)
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The Australian Sydney 2018 Invictus Games Team

(photo by M Slugocki)

Back row left to right:
Paul Schindler (IG18 Team Australia Swim Coach), AB Mark Daniels, Luke Hill (former serving Army),
CPL Taryn Barbara, Andrew Wilkinson (former serving Navy) Dean Knobel (former serving Navy),
WO Geoff Stokes (IG2018 Team Australia Head Coach)
Front Row left to right: LS Vanessa Broughill, SPR Thomas Foster, PLTOFF Jesse Costelloe.
Good luck at the games from Masters Swimming Tasmania

Three Presidents
It is not often that three National President can
get together at a Branch Championship meet
but here they were together at the Winters
Presentation function.
Left to right:
Current President, Gerry Tucker,
Immediate past President Craig Smith and his
predecessor, Tasmanian John Pugh.
(photo by M Slugocki)

